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Abstract
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We have used spin-labeled ADP to investigate the dynamics of the nucleotide-binding pocket in a
series of myosins, which have a range of velocities. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance
spectroscopy reveals that the pocket is in an equilibrium between open and closed conformations.
In the absence of actin, the closed conformation is favored. When myosin binds actin the open
conformation becomes more favored, facilitating nucleotide release. We found that faster myosins
favor a more closed pocket in the actomyosin•ADP state, with smaller values of ΔH and ΔS, even
though these myosins release ADP at a faster rate. A model involving a partitioning of free energy
between work generating steps prior to rate-limiting ADP release explains both the unexpected
correlation between velocity and opening of the pocket, and the observation that fast myosins are
less efficient than slow myosins.

Introduction
Different members of the myosin superfamily move along actin filaments with widely
varying velocities. This difference was first characterized in the case of skeletal muscle
myosin. Skeletal muscles can be broadly classified into two types: slow twitch, Type I,
fibers, and fast twitch, Type II, fibers. The Type I fibers have three- to five-times slower
velocities and lower isometric ATPase activities than do the Type II fibers1; 2. The Type I
fibers are also more fatigue resistant than Type II fibers3; 4. A similar phenomenon is
observed in cardiac muscles where the ventricle fibers are slower than the atrial fibers5.
Smooth muscles are generally slower than skeletal or cardiac muscles6. Myosins from insect
flight muscles on the other hand are very fast7. A vast difference in velocity is also observed
in the nonmuscle myosins. For example, mammalian myosin V has a relatively slow
*
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velocity but some plant myosin XIs, while structurally similar to myosin V, can have
velocities two orders of magnitude faster8; 9. While the velocity of movement along actin
filaments varies widely, the capacity to exert force is relatively constant in different
myosins10. The ATPase activity varies with the faster translation velocities associated with
higher ATP turnover rates, particularly when bearing high loads as seen in isometric
contractions3. The tension cost defined as the amount of ATP required to maintain tension
for a given time is thus much lower in slower myosins. Consequently myosins have evolved
to either move rapidly or to maintain load economically11.
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The difference in function between fast and slow muscle fibers is undoubtedly due to
multiple isoforms of a number of different sarcomeric proteins2. The difference in fiber
shortening velocity and probably also in isometric ATPase activity, must be due in large part
to differences in myosin isozymes, as the variations in fiber velocity are also found for
filament translation by purified myosins, as reviewed in12. The slower velocity observed for
slower myosins is due to alterations in the rates of a number of reactions. However, there is
evidence that a major determinant for velocity is the rate of release of ADP from the
Actin•Myosin•ADP (A•M•ADP) complex near the end of the power stroke11; 13. While
other steps in the reaction cycle could limit ATPase, sliding velocity is limited by the
slowest rate kmin in an attached state. Siemankowski13 compared the rate of ADP
dissociation in several different skeletal myosins and concluded that the measured ADP
release rate from actomyosin (k−AD) correlates closely to sliding velocity and is slow
enough to be the rate limiting step even in fast skeletal myosins. Weiss et al. measured the
rates of both ATP binding and ADP release and also concluded that under physiological
conditions the ADP release rate k−AD was sufficiently slow to be the limiting factor in
shortening14.
Nyitrai et al.11 corrected for numerous systematic errors and again found a good correlation
between k−AD and sliding velocity. They suggested a two-step mechanism for the release of
ADP from actomyosin. A•M’•ADP <−> A•M•ADP <-> A•M + ADP (figure 1A), in which
A•M’•ADP is assumed to be a state with a closed nucleotide pocket and A•M•ADP is open.
Nyitrai and Geeves suggested that the closed pocket is favored in slower myosins while the
open state is favored in faster myosins15. If this transition is coupled with external force, it
provides a mechanism for strain sensing or gating to efficiently conserve ATP in slower
muscles.
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In this paper we have explored conformational changes in myosin that are thought to be
associated with the binding and release of nucleotides. As discussed above the velocity of
filament movement is determined by the rate of release of ADP, which is mediated by
interaction of the myosin head with actin. By analogy with the G-proteins16, the interaction
with actin is transmitted to the nucleotide pocket by a region called switch 1. Electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy using spin-labeled nucleotide analogs has been
shown to be a useful method for monitoring movements of switch 1 in kinesin17; 18 and
myosin19. For the spin probe employed, 2’-SLADP, the nitroxide spin label is attached at
the 2’-hydroxy of the ribose ring in 3’-deoxyATP (figure 1B). This probe binds at the
nucleotide-binding site and is able to sense the surrounding conformation of the protein.
Known movements of switch 1 would influence the mobility of the probe.
Nucleotide spin probes have shown decreased mobility when kinesin binds to microtubules
and increased mobility when myosin binds to actin17; 18; 19. These results fit into the kinetic
schemes of the two motors, with the closing of the kinesin nucleotide pocket promoting
nucleotide hydrolysis and the opening of the myosin nucleotide pocket promoting product
release. EPR spectroscopy using spin-labeled nucleotide demonstrates that the nucleotide
pocket of fast skeletal muscle myosin has two conformations, a closed conformation favored
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in myosin alone and an open conformation that is favored upon the binding of myosin to
actin. An open nucleotide pocket for myosin has also been shown by a variety of techniques.
Myosin V crystal structures have shown that the upper 50 kDa domain can move, closing
the prominent cleft in the 50 kD domain and moving switch 1 to produce a more open
conformation of the nucleotide pocket20. Reconstructions of electron micrographs of the
Actin•Myosin complex have shown that this conformational change occurs when myosin
binds to actin21.
An opening of the myosin nucleotide pocket upon binding to actin is also reported in
Myosin V22, smooth muscle myosin23, and Dictyostelium myosin24, and by a variety of
other techniques reviewed in25. Opening of the pocket has also been shown by a functional
assay, which showed that ATP analogs with large moieties attached to the gamma phosphate
could still bind to myosin26. Together these results strongly suggest that upon binding of
myosin to actin, switch 1 opens, allowing more rapid binding and release of nucleotides.
Furthermore the spin-labeled nucleotide analogs have shown that the pocket is in an
equilibrium between open and closed forms in the actomyosin•ADP complex, with the open
conformation favored at higher temperatures19.
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Here we have extended our previous EPR studies on the conformation of the nucleotide
pocket of myosin to include myosins from both fast and slow muscle types as well as two
non-muscle myosins. We have developed more sensitive techniques for quantitating the
population of states allowing direct observation of the thermodynamics of the closed to open
transition. We show that upon binding to actin, the equilibrium between the open and closed
conformations of the myosin nucleotide pocket correlates with the velocity of the myosin.
To our surprise, the open conformation of the nucleotide site is favored more strongly in the
slower myosin. The observation of a more open pocket in slower myosins is unexpected, as
the slower myosins are known to bind ADP more strongly. In addition we find that the
values of ΔH and TΔS for the transition are greater for slower myosins. Here we explain the
EPR results in terms of a model of the actin-myosin-ADP states that reconciles the EPR
observations with the kinetic data, and connects both to the observed correlation between
efficiency of doing work and myosin velocity.

Results
EPR results
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Figure 2A shows representative EPR spectra of spin-labeled ADP in the presence of slow
skeletal myosin. Each spectral component contributes three lines. For the unbound probes in
solution, the fast rotational motion produces spin narrowing leading to three very sharp
lines, labeled P2, P3 and P4. When the probe binds to the protein its rotational mobility is
restricted by the protein surface and the spectral lines are broadened, leading to peaks at the
low and high field labeled P1 and P5, respectively. All probes contribute to the central peak,
P3. For slow skeletal myosin, shown in Figure 2A, the main bound component has a P1–P5
splitting of 6.2 mT. This splitting was similar in the absence of actin for all myosins studied.
The spectra can be modeled by rapid rotational diffusion within a cone of vertex angles
defined by the protein surface27; 28. The observed splitting for myosin is consistent with a
cone of 35° (half angle).
In the presence of actin, the bound component has a more narrow P1–P5 splitting of 5.3 mT
indicating that the nucleotide pocket has opened, consistent with rotational diffusion within
a more open cone with a vertex angle of 51° (Figure 2A). Additionally, the spectra show that
although the main low-field component is changing, the low-field component also retains a
shoulder indicating a mix of more and less mobile probes. This indicates an equilibrium
between open and closed conformations of the nucleotide site. Similar data were obtained
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 May 08.
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using a panel of different myosins in the actomyosin complex. The low-field components of
the different EPR spectra are shown in Figure 2B.
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Deconvolution
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Deconvolution allows quantitative measurement of the occupancy of the closed and open
components of the spectra. Spectra representing open and closed myosin nucleotide pockets
were obtained by differential subtraction. The number of available spectra for quantitative
analysis varied with myosin isoform. Depending upon the isoform, 16 to 81 spectra that had
primarily open nucleotide pockets as reported by probe mobility were averaged together and
then subtracted from 25 to 42 averaged spectra with a primarily closed bound nucleotide
pocket. The normalized difference results in a spectrum that has no spectral intensity
corresponding to the more mobile bound probes, which represent the open nucleotide-pocket
component. Instead the difference spectrum has intensity from more immobile probes
representing the closed nucleotide-pocket component of the spectrum and also from the
three sharp P2–P4 components from unbound probe free in solution. The inverse subtraction
results in a spectrum representing only the open nucleotide pocket and the unbound probe
components. The bound fraction of each representative spectrum was calculated by
comparison to unbound spin-labeled nucleotide EPR spectra obtained in the absence of
protein. Experimental spectra were then fit by a least squares minimization to a linear sum
of three representative spectra: open, closed and free (figure 3). Double Integration of the
component spectra yields the fractional occupancy of each component.
Once the population of each spectral component has been determined as described above,
the equilibrium constant Keq can be determined from a single spectrum. Values of Keq were
used to calculate the free energy of the closed-to-open transition ΔG0 = −RT ln Keq.
Determination of ΔG0 as a function of temperature was used to determine ΔH and ΔS.
Values for ΔG, below, are given at 25°C.
Under most conditions, myosin with spin-label ADP bound shows a mixture of open and
closed states. In rabbit fast skeletal muscle myosin in the absence of actin, the closed form is
favored, with a ΔG for the closed-to-open transition of 2.0 ± 0.1 kJ mol−1. In the presence of
rabbit skeletal actin, the closed-to-open transition becomes favorable, with a ΔG of −1.1 kJ
mol−1.
ΔG correlation to speed
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An advantage of using spin-labeled nucleotides is that they can be used in any myosin that
can be obtained in sufficient quantities for EPR spectroscopy. Rabbit slow skeletal myosin
also showed a closed nucleotide pocket in the absence of actin (ΔG =1.9 kJ mol−1). For
slow actomyosin, the open nucleotide state becomes greatly favored, ΔG =−3.9 kJ mol−1.
Surprisingly, slow muscle with an unloaded sliding velocity of 1.6 µm s−1 has a greater
propensity for an open conformation of the nucleotide pocket compared with fast skeletal
myosin (4.7 µm s−1) (both values of velocity were measured using skinned rabbit skeletal
muscle fibers). Because faster myosin has a faster ADP release rate, we anticipated that the
open nucleotide pocket conformation would be more energetically favored rather than less
occupied as seen in our data.
In order to see if an increased velocity was the key correlative factor for this observation, we
extended our analysis to other myosins with a range of speeds. We examined pig cardiac
muscle, including atrial (fast, 2.7 µm s−1, 5) and ventricle (slow, 1.3 µm s−1, 5). These tissues
recapitulated the trend seen in fast and slow skeletal muscle, with the ΔG for fast atrial at
−1.9 kJ mol−1 and slow ventricle at −3.9 kJ mol−1. Smooth muscle from chicken gizzard is
slower (0.67 µm s−1)29 than slow skeletal and cardiac. Purified chicken gizzard myosin
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bound to actin shows a very open nucleotide pocket with a ΔG of −3.8 kJ mol−1. Similar
results were obtained in expressed recombinant motor domain with essential light chain
alone bound to actin. The correlation extends to faster muscle myosins as well. Even in the
actomyosin state, in Drosophila melanogaster indirect flight muscle (in vitro motility of 6.4
µm s−1) the ΔG for the closed to open transition is +2.9 kJ mol−1.
In addition we looked at non-muscle myosins. For velocity, we used the in vitro motility rate
as an analogue of unloaded sliding velocity. Baculovirus expressed chicken Myosin V is a
slow myosin with an in vitro motility rate of 0.3 µm s−18 and it has an open nucleotide
pocket when bound to actin, ΔG= −3.9 kJ mol−1. Expressed Dictyostelium myosin II is
intermediate between fast and slow skeletal myosins (2.4 µm s−1) and has an intermediate
ΔG of −2.4 kJ mol−1 favoring the open nucleotide pocket.
Thus the degree that the nucleotide pocket stays closed in the actomyosin state correlates to
sliding velocity (Figure 4). There are several factors that contribute to the sliding velocity
for a given myosin, including lever-arm length and other rate limiting steps, which could
account for the deviation from a linear relationship. However as we show below, the data
suggest a model in which the nucleotide pocket reflects the energy of the actomyosin•ADP
(A•M•D) complex and should correlate to the thermodynamics of this complex’s formation.
Temperature variation gives ΔH and TΔS
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The closed-to-open transition is temperature sensitive. For all of the myosins studied the
equilibrium of the actomyosin complex shifts back to favor the closed conformation (figure
2B) as the temperature is lowered. We measured the equilibrium constant as a function of
temperature for each of the myosins studied. Plotting the log of the equilibrium constant as a
function of reciprocal temperature yields the entropic and enthalpic components by a fit to
the linear equation −R ln K = ΔH T−1 − ΔS (figure 5). The magnitudes of ΔH and ΔS
indicate a significant conformational change (table 1). For example, the values are of the
same magnitude as observed for kinesin neck linker undocking30. Naber19 showed a much
larger ΔH (79 kJ mol−1) and ΔS (280 J K−1 mol−1) for fast skeletal acto-S1 however that
was 1) with S1 and 2) earlier version of the temperature control that had calibration issues.
Near room temperature the ΔG values are close only at low temperatures and they do
deviate to increase apparent ΔH and ΔS. The exact nature of the conformational change is
difficult to determine from these experiments, whether it’s dynamics in the myosin actin
interface or dynamics within the myosin itself.

Discussion
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Our previous work with spin-labeled nucleotides has shown that the mobility of bound
probes increases when myosin binds to actin, implying that the nucleotide pocket of myosin
adopts a more open conformation19. We have interpreted our spectral changes in terms of an
opening and closing of the switch 1 region, because this is the region with known structural
changes that would be in a position to influence the mobility of our ribose bound probe26.
Known movements of Switch 2 would not alter probe mobility. As discussed in the
introduction, a variety of techniques agree that the nucleotide pocket of myosin opens upon
binding to actin19; 20; 22; 24; 25; 31.
Our previous results showing an opening of the nucleotide pocket upon binding to actin
support our findings in light of the above structural interpretation. The bond with actin
promotes release of phosphate first and subsequently ADP. Release of ADP would be
expected to be enhanced by an open conformation of the nucleotide pocket, weakening the
association of ADP. This has been postulated to be the state from which ADP is released in
previous kinetic models32. Furthermore a greater population of the open state could be
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 May 08.
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expected to promote more rapid release of ADP, as has also been postulated in previous
kinetic models32. Thus the present results, which show that the more open form is favored in
slower myosins, is counterintuitive. One would expect slower myosins to favor the closed
form to slow the release of ADP. However, we note that the rate of release of ADP is not
always correlated with the switch 1 conformation. X-ray structures of kinesin and ncd show
an extremely open Switch 1 coupled with very tight binding and a very slow release of ADP.
Release of nucleotides from G-proteins is associated with alterations at the nucleotide site to
the P-loop and switch regions by guanine exchange factors33.
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Our observation that actomyosin•ADP has multiple conformational states is consistent with
other kinetic and spectroscopic studies for several myosins studied here, including myosin
V34; 35, smooth muscle myosin II36 and Dictyostelium myosin24. The kinetics of Myosin V
actomyosin•ADP are consistent with a high- and low-affinity state as measured in Rosenfeld
200534. This could correspond to the open and closed state with a ΔG at 20°C of −3.0 kJ
mol−1. Hannemann et al35 also measured a similar apparent equilibrium between high and
low affinity states, −3.3 kJ mol−1 at 25°C. Both of these values are close to the equilibrium
observed in EPR of −3.0 kJ mol−1 and −3.9 kJ mol−1 for 20°C and 25°C respectively. In the
absence of actin, the Hannemann equilibrium Kisom,Mg of +1.3 kJ mol−1 is close to what we
observe with EPR in the absence of actin (+0.9 kJ mol−1). This value for ΔG is different
from that measured by Rosenfeld (−1.9 kJ mol−1) although both papers agree on the general
observation that binding to actin results in a relative increase in the fraction of the open
nucleotide pocket. Spectroscopic experiments with smooth muscle myosin II are also
consistent with two fluorescent states in the actomyosin•mant-ADP state. At 20°C actoS1•ADP has a ΔG −0.7 kJ mol−1 compared to our EPR derived value of −3.0 kJ mol−1.
Rosenfeld et al36 obtained values strongly favoring the closed form, with a ΔG of +7.6 in
the absence of actin, which are greater than found here. They also found the entropy and
enthalpy values by van’t Hoff analysis in the absence of actin. The ΔH and ΔS values were
44 kJ mol−1 and 123 J K−1 mol−1 respectively, similar to our values of 44 kJ mol−1 and 160
J K−1 mol−1 that were calculated for actomyosin and 32 kJ mol−1 and 109 J K−1 mol−1 for
myosin.
Fluorescence spectroscopy experiments with Dictyostelium myosin also showed evidence
for two A•M•ADP states24. Using a construct with a single tryptophan mutant, F239W, in a
tryptophan-free background, they found a ΔG of +0.8 kJ mol−1 for ADP binding in the
absence of actin at 12°C, close to our own value of +1.0 kJ mol−1 measured by EPR
spectroscopy using the same mutant. In summary there are a variety of techniques that agree
that the myosin nucleotide pocket has two conformations, with reasonable agreement in the
magnitude of the energetic differences between them, given the uncertainties in the methods.
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A model to explain the correlation between ΔG and velocity
Below we discuss a model that can explain the unexpected relationship between the open
and closed conformations of the nucleotide pocket and ADP release. As with previous
models, ADP release occurs only from the open state. In previous models the rate-limiting
state in ADP release was the transition from the closed to the open state. Once in the open
state, ADP release was fast. If instead, the rate-limiting step is placed between the open state
and the rigor state, and the free energy of the open state is varied while keeping the free
energies of the closed and ADP-release transition states fixed, the correlation between
velocity and ΔG can be explained. The lower the free energy of the open state, relative to
the closed state, the more the open conformation of the nucleotide pocket is favored. As seen
in figure 6, slow myosin (red) has a lower energy state than the fast myosin (blue) in the
A•Mopen•D state. Assuming the ADP-releasing transition state, A•M‡D, is similar in energy
for faster and slower myosins, the greater ΔG between the open state and the transition state
results in a slower release of ADP. We further show below that this model explains the
J Mol Biol. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2012 May 08.
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correlation between ΔG and velocity and makes a connection between both of these
observations and the efficiency of performing mechanical work.
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As discussed in the introduction, there is a reasonable correlation between velocity and the
affinity of ADP for the actomyosin complex, KAD11. Our own measurements, however,
relate not directly to the affinity of ADP, but to the relative energies of two A•M•ADP
states. The four affinities defining the binding of actin, myosin and ADP to form the
A•M•ADP state are related by virtue of being involved in a closed thermodynamic box
(figure 7). The affinity values most directly associated with the A•M•ADP state, KAD and
KDA, have a stronger correlation with the velocity of the myosin. The coupling coefficient is
a measure of the reduction of KAD and KDA compared to KD and KA. Slow myosins have a
lower coupling coefficient indicating ADP affinity is high, with or without actin, and actin
affinity is high, with or without ADP. On the other hand the coupling coefficient is high in
fast myosins indicating that ADP binding is destabilized in actomyosin relative to myosin. If
the other states were relatively constant in energy, this would indicate that the A•M•D state
is specifically destabilized in faster myosins. In other words the free energy released in the
formation of the A•M•ADP complex becomes greater as the velocity decreases. As shown in
Figure 6, the free energy measured here, ΔG, reports on the change in energy between the
lowest two states of the A•M•ADP complex: AMclosedD to AMopenD. If one assumes,
arbitrarily, that the free energy of AMclosedD is reasonably constant with velocity, changes
in the free energy of the AMopenD state will determine the overall free energy of the A•M•D
state and overall affinity of actomyosin to ADP. Thus, ignoring many other factors, the log
of the velocity would correlate inversely to the stabilization of the open state. This model
explains three things: the pocket is more open in slower myosins, the affinity of ADP for the
A•M complex is greater, and a greater amount of energy is released in the formation of the
A•M•ADP complex. This last quantity can be related to muscle efficiency, as discussed
below. We also note that the slower myosins are associated with greater values of ΔH and
TΔS. If changes in ΔH and TΔS reflect alteration in the size of the protein interface formed
in the actomyosin complex, the observed correlations would suggest that a greater amount of
protein-protein interface is formed in the open state of the pocket in slower myosins. It is
possible that this interface contributes to the lower free energy of the A•M•ADP complex.
The collection of myosins at the lowest end of the speed range has approximately the same
ΔG for the closed-to-open equilibrium. There might no longer be a way to stabilize the
A•M•ADP complex without equally affecting both A•Mclosed•ADP and A•Mopen•ADP
states.
Efficiency
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There is some evidence that the efficiency of performing mechanical work is greater in
slower fibers. This was first determined from a comparison of two vertebrate muscles, frog
and tortoise fibers37. In particular this can be seen upon comparison of different muscle
types from a given organism, or upon comparison of different isoforms from the same
family. For example mouse slow-twitch soleus was reported to have an efficiency of 43%
compared to fast twitch EDL with an efficiency of 33%38. A similar correlation is seen with
fast and slow muscles of the chicken39. The efficiency of myosin V is estimated from in
vitro measurements to approach 100%40. Myosin XI in Tobacco yellow bright-2 cells is
another processive myosin that is functionally and structurally similar to myosin V in that it
takes 36 nm steps corresponding to the actin pseudorepeat, but has a velocity that is twentyfold faster than myosin V. For this myosin isoform, the efficiency drops down to 20%9. This
correlation further extends across species from very slow muscles such as Tortoise rectus
femoris, efficiency of 77%37 and Myosin V, 80%8, to the fastest muscles considered here,
Drosophila indirect flight muscle. Drosophila flight muscle (IFM) has an estimated
efficiency around 30%41. Significantly, extrapolating the correlation shown in figure 8 out
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to zero efficiency gives a theoretical maximum velocity for actomyosin of around 50 µm
s−1, which is on the order of the fastest observed sliding velocities from plant myosin XI42.
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There is evidence that the stronger the A•M•ADP complex, the more energy is available to
do work. A very large amount of free energy is released upon formation of this complex,
and the high efficiencies of some myosins would require that a large fraction of this free
energy be used to do work. A number of models have assumed that the energy released in
formation of this complex is used to drive production of mechanical work43, and references
therein. Variation of the strength of the A•M•ADP complex has additionally shown that the
isometric force is directly correlated to the free energy released by formation of the
A•M•ADP complex44. Thus the above model, which links slower velocities to a more open
myosin nucleotide pocket and to a stronger A•M•ADP complex, would explain the
correlation between efficiency and velocity. In this model, a partitioning of some subset of
the total energy available between work (W) and ADP release would result in a negative
correlation between efficiency and the log of velocity, see figure 8.
Discussion Summary
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EPR spectroscopy using a spin-labeled nucleotide has resulted in structural information
about the actomyosin•ADP state, a state that has not been studied by x-ray crystallography.
Furthermore, quantitative analysis results in thermodynamic information about this state,
confirming an equilibrium between open and closed conformations of the nucleotide pocket.
Because the spectroscopic probe was attached to nucleotide that bound effectively to
myosin, a panel of myosins with a greater than 20-fold range of sliding velocities could be
studied, resulting in the counterintuitive result that the open nucleotide-pocket state is
favored in myosins that slowly release ADP, even though ADP release is thought to occur
from the open conformation. Our analysis suggests that destabilization of the open
actomyosin ADP state in faster myosins lowers the free energy barrier for ADP release
through a transition-state intermediate, resulting in faster ADP release. This destabilization
comes at the cost of work-producing transitions leading up to the opening of the nucleotidebinding pocket. This model results in a simplified thermodynamic model for the relationship
between speed and efficiency in myosin based motility.

Methods
Protein preparations
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F-actin was purified from rabbit skeletal muscle45. The Dictyostelium discoideum
tryptophan-free M761 motor domain cDNA fragment was expressed in Dd AX2-ORF+cells,
and isolated as described previously46. Cardiac atrial and ventricular myosins were isolated
from porcine hearts using the protocols of Tonomura et al47. Chicken gizzard smooth
muscle myosin was isolated following the protocols of Ikebe and Hartshorn48. Myosin V
motor domain was expressed, harvested and purified as in Sweeney et al49. Myosin
subfragment-1 (S1) was prepared by chymotryptic digestion of myosin as described in
Weeds and Taylor50.
Myosin fiber preparations
Fast (psoas) and slow (soleus) rabbit skeletal fibers were harvested and chemically skinned
as described in Naber et al19. IFM fibers were dissected from 2 to 3-day-old female
Drosophila and chemically skinned and stored as previously described, except that fibers
were not split in half51. The demembranated fibers were used within 5 days.
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Solutions
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The basic rigor experimental buffer consisted of 5 mM Mg(OAc)2,1 mM EGTA, 40 mM
MOPS, pH 7.0. For experiments involving skinned fibers, 50 mM KOAc was added to the
rigor buffer.
EPR spectroscopy
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For experiments with S1 or expressed motor domain, with or without actin present,
protocols for spin-labeling and mounting the protein in a capillary for EPR spectral
accumulation were as in Naber et al.19. IFM fibers were washed in a 500-fold excess (v/v) of
rigor buffer and isolated via centrifugation to eliminate the DTT present in the glycerination
and storage buffers. The process was repeated 4 times. Rabbit psoas and soleus fibers were
minced with a razor blade for EPR spectroscopy experiments. The fiber preparation was
then spin-labeled and mounted on a flat cell for spectral accumulation as described in Naber
et al.19. EPR measurements were performed with a Bruker EMX EPR spectrometer
(Billerica, MA). First derivative, X-band spectra were recorded in a high-sensitivity
microwave cavity using 50 s, 10 mT-wide magnetic field sweeps. The instrument settings
were as follows: microwave power, 25 mW; time constant, 164 ms; frequency, 9.83 GHz;
modulation, 0.1 mT at a frequency of 100 kHz. Each spectrum used in data analysis was an
average of 5–50 sweeps from an individual experimental preparation. Temperature was
controlled by blowing dry air (warm or cool) into the cavity and monitored using a
thermistor placed close to the experimental sample. Effective cone angles of mobility were
determined following Griffith and Jost, and Alessi et al.27; 28
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Figure 1.
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A) Reaction pathway for ADP release from Actomyosin. Panes from left to right (1) Prepower stroke primed myosin with ADP•Pi binds to actin. (2) Phosphate release and the lever
arm swing. (2 and 3) There is an equilibrium between closed and open nucleotide pockets.
(4) ADP release occurs from the open state resulting in rigor state. B) The structure of 2’SLATP.
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Figure 2.

A) EPR spectra from rabbit slow skeletal myosin plus and minus actin. The horizontal
axis is magnetic field (10 mT wide with center field at 350 mT). The vertical axis is the
derivative of absorbance. The blue trace shows 2’-SLADP with purified slow skeletal
myosin in the absence of actin. The red trace is 2’-SLADP on slow skeletal fibers. Unbound
spin-labeled nucleotide contributes to peaks P2, P3 and P4. Binding to myosin restricts the
motion of the spin-label moiety, causing P2 to move downfield to P1 and P4 to move upfield to P5. The splitting of the outermost peaks is a function of the restriction of motion in
the spin label, with the most restricted spin label seen in the absence of actin (blue trace).
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Binding to actin in the fibers causes the nucleotide pocket to open, resulting in P1 and P5
moving closer together as a result of the greater freedom of movement for the spin label.
B) Room temperature vs. cold spectra. The low-field segment (P1 component) from room
temperature spectra (22–24°C, red traces) and cold spectra (2–4°C, blue traces). In each
case, at lower temperatures, there is a greater amplitude on the left hand side, representing
decreased mobility of the nucleotide spin probe, implying that the fraction of myosin with a
closed nucleotide pocket increases. This figure also shows the correlation for nucleotide
pocket to the speed of the myosin. In the fastest myosins, Insect Flight Muscle (IFM) and
fast skeletal muscle, the closed fraction is significantly populated, even at room temperature,
whereas the open fraction dominates slow myosins such as smooth and slow skeletal.
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Figure 3. Deconvolution fast skeletal actomyosin

Representative spectra for closed (green), open (blue) and unbound (magenta) are summed
to create a least-squares best-fit spectrum (red, middle panel) to the experimental spectra
(black, middle panel) with the residual shown in grey below. The open and closed
representative spectra are a combination of bound and free spectra, so the pure free spectrum
is actually subtracted in some cases to compensate for the fraction of free nucleotide in the
experimental spectrum.
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Figure 4. ΔG vs. in vitro motility

The equilibrium between closed and open nucleotide pocket calculated from EPR data for a
range of myosins from slow myosin V to fast insect flight muscle (IFM).
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Figure 5. Representative van’t Hoff plots
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Data for the closed to open transition equilibrium (K) is fit by −R ln K = ΔH (1/T) − ΔS.
The fits show that both ΔH and ΔS increase going from faster IFM and fast skeletal fibers
to slower Dictyostelium and smooth muscle myosin
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Figure 6. Energy Diagram

Slow myosin (red) has a lower energy state than the fast myosin (blue) in the A•Mopen•D
state. Assuming the ADP releasing transition state A•M‡ D is similar in energy for faster
and slower myosins the greater ΔG causes a slower release of ADP. The relationship
between speed and efficiency is illustrated by the partitioning between two phases. The steps
up to the A•Mopen•D state contribute to the work output of the myosin, the large free energy
drop in the slower myosin allows a greater portion of the free energy to be used for work
resulting in a more efficient myosin. The faster myosin budgets less energy for the work
phases of the stroke but has a greater fraction of energy left over to drive nucleotide release
resulting in a faster but less efficient myosin.
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Figure 7.
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K vs velocity (left panel). Eqilibrium constants estimated from published values (right
panel). Log Kapp is proportional to square root of Ionic strength. Part B, data from graph
showing difference between fast and slow myosins. Altitude scales relative energy
difference proportional to log K. The energy landscape for a fast myosin has a kink in the
middle, indicating that the coupling constant relates specifically to destabilization of the
AMD state. K values are taken from literature, from slowest to fastest the myosins are
Human non-muscle myosin IIB [52], chicken myosin V [53], chicken gizzard smooth
muscle myosin II [54], Dictyostelium myosin II [55], Bovine ventricle cardiac myosin II,
rabbit slow skeletal muscle (soleus) myosin II [56], rabbit fast skeletal (psoas) myosin II
[11], Drosophila flight muscle[57, 58]. Affinities at 100 mM KCl were estimated from
published values using equation log K α 5 × √Ionic Strength [59] and corrected to 25°C [60]
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Figure 8. efficiency vs velocity

Fractional efficiencies for muscle (squares) and processive non-muscle (circles) myosins.
Fractional efficiency (eff) is fit to velocity (v) by eff = −1.6 ln v + 0.59.
Muscles: Tortoise rectus femoris, Chicken anterior latissimus dorsi, Frog sartorius, Chicken
posterior latissimus dorsi, Mouse soleus, Drosophila adult indirect flight muscle, Mouse

extensor digitorum muscle
Non-Muscle: MV chicken myosin V, MXI Tobacco yellow bright-2 cells myosin XI
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Myosin

Sliding
velocity (µm/s)

ΔG0 25°C *
(kJ mol−1)

ΔH0 (kJ mol−1)

ΔS0 (J mol−1 K−
1)

IFM

6.4

+2.9 ± 0.1

10.4 ± 3.6

25 ± 12

Fast Skeletal

4.7

−1.1 ± 0.2

17.7 ± 2.8

63 ± 10

Atrial

2.7

−1.9 ± 0.1

25.5 ± 5.3

92 ± 2

Dicty

2.4

−2.7 ± 0.2

44.1 ± 1.7

157 ± 5

Slow Skeletal

1.6

−3.9 ± 0.2

50.4 ± 2.2

182 ± 8

Ventricle

1.3

−3.9 ± 0.2

55.5 ± 9.0

199 ± 31

Smooth

0.7

−3.8 ± 0.1

43.9 ± 0.1

160 ± 1

Myosin V

0.3

−3.9 ± 0.1

50.1 ± 2.0

181 ± 7

*

Extrapolated from van’t Hoff plot
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